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Quasi-elastic scattering on 12C(e, e′p) was measured in Hall C at Jefferson Lab for space-like44

4-momentum transfer squared Q2 in the range of 8–14.2 (GeV/c)2 with proton momenta up to45

8.3 GeV/c. The experiment was carried out in the upgraded Hall C at Jefferson Lab. It used the46

existing high momentum spectrometer and the new super-high momentum spectrometer to detect47

the scattered electrons and protons in coincidence. The nuclear transparency was extracted as48

the ratio of the measured yield to the yield calculated in the plane wave impulse approximation.49

Additionally, the transparency of the 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 shell protons in 12C was extracted, and the50

asymmetry of the missing momentum distribution was examined for hints of CT effects. All of51

these results were found to be consistent with traditional nuclear physics and inconsistent with the52

quantum chromodynamics predictions for the onset of Color Transparency.53

I. INTRODUCTION54

The (e, e′p) reaction, also known as a proton-knockout55

reaction, is a fundamental tool for studying the propa-56

gation of nucleons in the nuclear medium. Specifically,57

the weak electromagnetic probe is able to sample the58

full nuclear volume (as compared to hadronic probes).59

The kinematics of the reaction are well-defined by the60
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electron, and the momentum transferred can be inde-61

pendently varied from the energy transferred in the re-62

action. This enables a clean selection of parameter space63

for studying the propagation of the knocked-out proton64

through the nuclear medium and its final state interac-65

tions (FSI). The sensitivity to FSI makes quasi-elastic66

scattering an ideal probe of the phenomenon of Color67

Transparency (CT) predicted by Quantum Chromody-68

namics (QCD).69

Theoretical calculations in the quark-gluon framework70

of QCD predict that in exclusive processes at large four-71

momentum transfer squared, Q2, the FSI between the72

hadrons and the nuclear medium are reduced or sup-73

pressed. In the case of quasi-elastic electron scattering,74

only the FSI of the knocked-out proton are relevant. The75

concept of CT was first proposed by Mueller and Brod-76

sky [1, 2] in the context of perturbative QCD but was77

later shown to arise in nonperturbative models too. An78

analogue of CT can be seen in Quantum Electrodynam-79

ics; an e+e− pair has a small interaction cross section80

near the production point acting as a dipole (neutral81

charge) instead of as isolated charged particles [3, 4].82

The onset of CT requires the following conditions:83

• Squeezing: at sufficiently high Q2 the preferen-84

tial selection of a small configuration of quarks,85

sometimes referred to as a point-like configuration86

(PLC)87

• Freezing: the PLC ejected at a high momentum88

maintains its small size over a distance comparable89

to or greater than the nuclear radius90

• The in-medium interaction of the PLC as a color-91

neutral object is proportional to the square of its92

transverse radius and thus, has reduced interaction93

with the nuclear medium as it transits the nucleus94

Squeezing is experimentally controlled through the95

choice of the momentum transfer whereas freezing is de-96

scribed by the energy transfer of the reaction. It is the97

interplay between squeezing and freezing that is impor-98

tant to observing the onset of CT.99

The onset of CT has been observed in mesons [5–10],100

whereas its onset in baryons remains uncertain with ex-101

perimental results to date leading to ambiguous conclu-102

sions. For instance, the pp scattering experiments at103

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [11–13] claimed104

to have initially found the onset of CT in protons, but the105

full results were inconsistent with a CT-only description.106

The BNL results have since been better explained with107

descriptions that include nuclear filtering [14] or exotic108

multi-quark final states [15].109

The nuclear transparency is the common observable for110

experiments searching for the onset of CT, and it is de-111

scribed as T = σA/Aσ0, or the ratio of the nuclear cross112

section per nucleon, σA/A, to the cross section for a free113

nucleon, σ0. Traditional Glauber multiple scattering the-114

ory [16] predicts that T is constant as Q2 increases. It115

is specific to the qualities of QCD that one may predict116

the reduction of inital/final state interactions, character-117

ized as CT, subsequently resulting in an increase in the118

nuclear transparency with increasing Q2.119

All previous measurements of the momentum depen-120

dence of the proton transparency in quasi-elastic electron121

scattering have been consistent with the Glauber predic-122

tion, indicating no deviation with increasing momentum123

transfer. The most recent experiment, E1206107 - The124

Search for Color Transparency at 12 GeV [17], took place125

at Jefferson Lab (JLab) and extended the range of Q2
126

up to 14.2 (GeV/c)2, the highest Q2 studied to date for127

this reaction. The results indicate no signal consistent128

with the onset of CT [18] in this range. In this arti-129

cle we elaborate on the experimental details and report130

additional results on proton transparency separated by131

nuclear shells and the asymmetry of the missing momen-132

tum distribution.133

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP134

This experiment was the first to be completed in Hall C135

after the beam energy upgrade of the continuous electron136

beam accelerator facility (CEBAF). The focus of this ex-137

periment was to study the semi-exclusive quasi-elastic138

12C(e, e′p) reaction, the knockout of a proton by an in-139

cident electron in a Carbon target.140

The experiment was designed to overlap with the ex-141

isting Q2 = 8.1 (GeV/c)2 data point from the highest142

previous Q2 A(e, e′p) experiment at JLab [19] in order to143

help validate the results. The experiment measured nu-144

clear transparency covering the range of outgoing proton145

momenta, (p′), of the BNL A(p, 2p) experiment where146

a rise in nuclear transparency had been previously re-147

ported [20]. The use of the electron beam as opposed148

to a hadronic probe is ideal for such measurements as149

it avoids the ambiguity that arises from the reduction150

of flux of the probe when extracting the nuclear trans-151

parency. This experiment extended the Q2 and p′ range152

to the highest achieved in quasi-elastic proton knockout153

to date.154

A. Beam155

The experiment used the continuous wave (CW) elec-156

tron beam with energies of 6.4 and 10.6 GeV and beam157

currents of 10− 65µA. The electron beam is accelerated158

using superconducting radio frequency cavities. The duty159

factor of the beam is ∼ 100% and consists of pulses occur-160

ring at a frequency of 1497 MHz with an energy spread161

of ±0.025%. The beam is sequentially delivered to all162

four experimental halls, allowing each experimental hall163

to operate simultaneously with different beam current164

and energy [21]. The beam delivered to Hall C was every165

third pulse of the beam with a frequency of 499 MHz.166

The beam energy was determined with an uncertainty of167

0.1% by measuring the bend angle of the beam on its168
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way into Hall C while traversing a set of magnets with169

precisely known field integrals.170

B. Target171

A 10 cm long (726 mg/cm2) liquid hydrogen target was172

used for normalization to the elementary ep scattering173

process. Two aluminum foils placed 10 cm apart were174

used to monitor the background from the aluminum end175

caps of the hydrogen target cell. The main production176

target was a carbon foil of 4.9% radiation lengths (rl),177

while a second carbon foil of 1.5% rl was used for system-178

atic studies. The thicknesses of the foils were measured179

to better than 0.5%. The beam incident on the liquid180

hydrogen target was rastered over a 2×2 mm2 area to181

suppress density variations from localized boiling.182

C. Spectrometers183

Hall C has two magnetic spectrometers, the High Mo-184

mentum Spectrometer (HMS), which has been the main185

spectrometer in Hall C during the JLab 6 GeV era, and186

the new Super High Momentum Spectrometer (SHMS).187

The HMS which served as the electron detection arm188

consists of three quadrupoles (Q) and a dipole (D) mag-189

net arranged in Q1Q2Q3D configuration capable of bend-190

ing the scattered particles into the detector stack at an191

angle of 25◦. Details about the HMS can be found in the192

Ref. [22].193

The SHMS which served as the proton detection arm194

has an extra dipole magnet known as the horizontal195

bender (HB) that bends the scattered particles horizon-196

tally by 3◦ from the beam line before reaching the first197

quadrupole. The configuration after the HB is the same198

as the HMS with three quadrupoles and the dipole mag-199

net. The final dipole bends the particles into the detector200

stack by 18.4◦. The characteristics of both spectrometers201

are summarized in the table I.202

The scattered electrons were detected in the HMS in203

coincidence with the knocked-out protons detected in204

the SHMS. The SHMS central angle was chosen to de-205

tect protons along the electron three-momentum trans-206

fer, ~q. The kinematics for data taking were chosen207

keeping in mind to minimize the effects of FSI. The208

measured final state proton momentum ranged from209

5.030 − 8.352 GeV/c. The electron beam energy was210

6.4 GeV for the Q2 = 8.0 (GeV/c)2 setting and 10.6 GeV211

for the rest.212

D. Detectors213

Each spectrometer in Hall C has a set of detectors214

stacked in the detector hut at the end of the spectrome-215

ter. Both spectrometers are equipped with a four-plane216

TABLE I. Hall C Spectrometers characteristics

HMS [23] SHMS [24]

Momentum acceptance ∆p/p (%) ±10 -10 to +22
Solid angle acceptance Ω (msr) 8.1 >4
Momentum resolution (%) 0.1-0.15 0.03-0.08
Central momentum (p) (GeV/c) 0.4-7.4 2-11
Scattering angle (θ) (◦) 10.5-90 5.5-40
Target resolution (ytar) (cm) 0.3 0.1-0.3
Maximum event rate (kHz) 2 10

segmented hodoscope for triggering, time-of-flight mea-217

surements, and coarse tracking; multi-wire drift cham-218

bers for precision tracking; and a combination of a lead219

glass calorimeter and threshold Čerenkov counters for220

particle identification.221

The HMS lead glass calorimeter and gas Čerenkov222

counter allow e/π− separation. The Čerenkov counter223

was filled with C4F8O at 0.45 atm corresponding to an224

index of refraction of n= 1.0006165 and a momentum225

threshold of 0.15 GeV/c for electrons and 3.97 GeV/c226

for pions. The HMS Čerenkov provides sufficient elec-227

tron/pion discrimination for the highest and lowest228

kinematic points, but additional information from the229

calorimeter was required for the middle two kinematic230

points.231

The SHMS is equipped with a Noble Gas Čerenkov232

that was used as a veto to reject pions. The Noble Gas233

Čerenkov counter was filled with CO2 at 1.0 atm corre-234

sponding to an index of refraction of n= 1.000449 with235

a momentum threshold of 4.66 GeV/c for pions and 31.1236

GeV/c for protons.237

The HMS and SHMS each contain pairs of drift cham-238

bers that give the hit position information of charged239

particles as well as a drift time for each hit that was240

used for track reconstruction. Two pairs of X-Y scintil-241

lator hodoscope planes in the HMS and SHMS formed the242

trigger for the data acquisition (DAQ). The fast timing243

response of the scintillators also measured the particle’s244

time of flight (TOF). By using the particle track infor-245

mation from the drift chambers in combination with the246

timing information, the velocity of the particle (β) was247

determined and used for particle identification.248

E. Kinematics249

Four kinematic settings were used in this experiment250

covering a range of Q2= 8–14.2 (GeV/c)2 and proton mo-251

menta from 5–8.3 GeV/c. The lowest Q2 setting was252

directly comparable and overlapped with previous re-253

sults [19]. The kinematics for this experiment are shown254

in Table II.255
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TABLE II. Kinematic settings of the experiment, Eb is the
electron beam energy, pp and pθ correspond to the central
momentum and angle of the proton spectrometer while ep
and eθ correspond to the central momentum and angle of the
electron spectrometer, and ε is the degree of virtual photon
polarization that measures the polarization of the virtual pho-
ton exchanged by the electron scattered at an angle eθ.

Eb Q2 pθ pp eθ ep ε
(GeV) (GeV/c)2 (deg) (GeV/c) (deg) (GeV/c)

6.4 8.0 17.1 5.030 45.1 2.125 0.47
10.6 9.4 21.6 5.830 23.2 5.481 0.76
10.6 11.4 17.8 6.882 28.5 4.451 0.64
10.6 14.2 12.8 8.352 39.3 2.970 0.44

III. DATA ANALYSIS256

A. Calibrations257

The experiment used drift chambers, hodoscopes,258

Čerenkov detectors and calorimeters in both the HMS259

and SHMS. Each system was calibrated in order to match260

the signal arrival time for the individual scintillator el-261

ements and to match the gains of the calorimeter and262

Čerenkov signals. A few selected distributions from those263

calibrations are shown in the Fig. 1.264

The drift chamber calibration requires determining the265

start time offsets (t0) on a per-wire/per-card basis. These266

t0 offsets are the corrections by which the drift time spec-267

trum of each wire/card must be shifted to ensure the start268

of the drift time distribution at 0 ns. For well calibrated269

chambers, the distribution of drift distances (the distance270

an ionized particle has to traverse across a cell) must271

be flat and the residual (the difference between the final272

track position and the hit location from an individual273

plane) distributions should have widths ≤ 250µm, cor-274

responding to the tracking resolution for both the HMS275

and SHMS.276

The calibration of the calorimeters converts the digi-277

tized detector signal (i.e. output of the analog-to-digital278

converters (ADC)) into the total energy deposited by the279

particle. The calibration is obtained using high statistics280

electron beam data by examining the normalized track281

energy, defined as the energy deposited by the electron282

in the shower/preshower blocks in the calorimeter divided283

by the particle’s track momentum. For a well calibrated284

calorimeter, this ratio peaks at unity with the minimum285

width possible and is independent of the relative momen-286

tum (δ) and the position of the hit.287

The hodoscopes provide the fast triggering and precise288

timing for the experiment. The timing calibration pro-289

vides the timing correction value and is accomplished by290

determining the TOF offset and time walk corrections291

for each hodoscope paddle relative to a reference paddle292

in the stack. With the known offsets, the β calculated293

from the TOF is peaked at unity independent of relative294

momentum, δ, and the hit position. For more discussion295

on the detector calibration, see Ref. [25].296
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FIG. 1. Calibration plots from hodoscopes, shower, preshower
and calorimeter. (a), β. (b), Etot/P (total energy deposited
normalized by the central momentum). (c), number of pho-
toelectrons sum. (d), ∆p /p vs β. (e), ∆p /p vs Etot/P. (f),
number of photoelectrons sum vs Etot/P. (g), Shower Energy
vs Preshower Energy. (h), number of photoelectrons sum vs
β.

B. Beam charge accounting297

The electron beam charge accounting setup in Hall C298

consists of several RF cavities used as Beam Current299

Monitors (BCMs) and an Unser parametric current300

transformer (PCT) which is a parametric direct current301

transformer having an extremely stable gain. The Unser302

is calibrated by injecting a known current into a calibra-303

tion wire. The rate of the Unser output signal is recorded304

against the known current. The slope of this linear rela-305

tionship gives the gain. However, the Unser suffers from306

large drifts in the zero current offset requiring periodic307

re-calibration during experimental running. Thus, the308

Unser current is used as a high precision reference for309

the BCMs after removing the unstable zero offset. The310

BCMs are stainless steel cylindrical waveguides that are311

tuned to the beam’s frequency (1497 MHz) and are de-312

signed for stable, low noise, non-destructive beam current313

measurements. As the electron beam passes through the314

cavity on its way to the target, it induces currents in315

the cavity that are proportional to the intensity of the316

electron beam passing through it. The BCM cavities are317

used to measure current during the experiment due to318

their high stability. The total accumulated beam charge319

was determined with ≈ 1% uncertainty.320
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C. Deadtime accounting321

In order to calculate the experimental yield, it is neces-322

sary to consider those events arriving while the data ac-323

quisition (DAQ) is busy. This busy time, or dead time,324

originates from two main sources: the electronic dead325

time which is the period when the trigger hardware is326

busy, and the computer dead time which is due to the fi-327

nite time the DAQ computer needs to process and record328

events. It is worthy to note that the dead time is most329

often quoted in terms of the fraction of time the DAQ330

system is busy.331

In this experiment the DAQ had a rate-dependent com-332

puter live time (CLT) which was calculated from the ra-333

tio of recorded (accepted) physics triggers and the total334

physics triggers. To measure the dead time due to all335

electronics module in the DAQ system, an Electronics336

Dead Time Measurement (EDTM) trigger is inserted into337

the trigger logic. The EDTM is a real trigger and had a338

small frequency (∼ 3 Hz) to minimize the probability of339

blocking actual physics triggers. The EDTM pulses fire340

every trigger in the system and are used to estimate of341

the Total Live Time (TLT), which is calculated from the342

ratio of the number of EDTM triggers that are accepted343

by the DAQ and the total number of pulses counted by344

the EDTM scaler.345

The EDTM trigger was available during the experi-346

ment except for the lowest Q2 of 8 (GeV/c)2 setting. For347

this setting, we extrapolated from kinematics that had348

similar rates and a known dead time. For more discus-349

sion on the live time calculations, see Refs. [26, 27].350

D. Spectrometer optimizations351

The experiment was one of the first experiments to use352

the newly built SHMS to detect protons. The experiment353

used the SHMS over a wide range of central momenta and354

angles and measured the highest momentum protons in355

JLab (8.3 GeV/c), to date. Significant effort was made356

at the start of this experiment to characterize and opti-357

mize the SHMS optics. The fields for each of the magnets358

in the SHMS were modeled with the static field analysis359

code TOSCA [28]. The Q2 and Q3 quadrupole magnets360

are nearly identical and have no saturation implemented361

in their models. The HB is characterized by saturation362

above approximately 4 GeV/c. The model for the HB363

magnet was compared against field mapping measure-364

ments along the central axis. The Q1 magnet was also365

determined to have some saturation effects above approx-366

imately 7.5 GeV/c, and these effects were measured only367

by measuring the central field values of the magnet versus368

the current to validate the more detailed TOSCA mod-369

els. The magnets in the SHMS were set by their currents370

that were measured in the magnet and compared with371

TOSCA models. The HMS is generally well-understood372

through its extensive use in Hall C. The HMS analyzing373

dipole differs from that of the SHMS, as approximately374

half of its field is generated by the surrounding iron yoke375

of the magnet. As such, the HMS dipole is characterized376

by a larger settling time of the magnet. The quadrupole377

magnets in the HMS were set using the same current378

to field ratios established and verified during previous379

use. The HMS spectrometer dipole is set by field regu-380

lation based on field values both measured and verified381

by TOSCA models. The well understood response of the382

HMS optics was further verified through hydrogen elastic383

cross-section measurements.384

FIG. 2. Reconstructed sieve aperture pattern for the central
target foil in the SHMS. The central hole is half diameter
compared to the other sieve holes, and two empty sieve posi-
tions are observed to be consistent with sieve holes that are
blocked.385

386

Tracks reconstructed from the drift chamber hits pro-387

vide the vertical (horizontal) position x(y) and vertical388

(horizontal) angles x′ = dx
dz (y′ = dy

dz ) of the particles at389

the focal plane. The positions and angles at the focal390

plane can be precisely mapped back to the position and391

angles at the interaction point in the target through a392

set of polynomial transformations. An initial set of co-393

efficients for these transformations was generated using394

the COSY program [29], which is a code for the simula-395

tion, analysis and design of particle optical system, and396

is based on differential algebraic methods. The mapping397

was further optimized using dedicated data collected with398

a set of special purpose array of fixed apertures (sieve399

slits) and multi-foil extended carbon target. The optics400

optimization data for both the HMS and SHMS were col-401

lected using the electron beam at an incident energy of402

6.4 GeV/c with central momenta of 2, 3, and 3.2 GeV/c.403

Two targets were used to collect this data: a three-foil404

target with carbon foils at ±10 cm and 0 cm, and a two-405
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foil target with carbon foils at ±5 cm along the beam406

direction (z). The sieve slits were placed downstream407

of the target in front of the first quadrupole magnet in408

each spectrometer arm. The events that passed through409

the sieve holes were used to optimize the reconstruction410

map using a singular value decomposition (SVD) algo-411

rithm [30] to fine tune the coefficients generated from412

the COSY models and to accurately reproduce the po-413

sitions and angles of the apertures. The optimized sieve414

aperture pattern for the SHMS is shown in Fig. 2.415

The true sieve hole positions are shown by the grid in-416

tersections in Fig. 2, and the events associated with those417

sieve holes are indicated by the red ellipse around those418

positions. The optimized mapping was valid up to cen-419

tral momenta of 3.2 GeV/c. There were some anticipated420

magnetic saturation effects in the horizontal bender and421

Q1 magnets when the magnets were set for higher cen-422

tral momentum. These offsets were verified by observing423

the location of the waist of the focal plane distribution at424

these settings. The performance of the magnets at high425

central momenta was fine-tuned using elastic hydrogen426

data at each kinematic setting.427

E. Detector Efficiency428

Detector efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number429

of particles that produced measurable signal to the num-430

ber of particles that traversed the detector and should431

have produced a signal in the detector under considera-432

tion. The calorimeter, Čerenkov and hodoscope efficien-433

cies for the 1H and 12C targets were determined to be434

∼ 99% in both HMS and SHMS spectrometers. Track-435

ing efficiency in the HMS spectrometer was found to be436

>99%, and in the SHMS spectrometer it ranged from437

93% − 97%. A series of dedicated single arm runs were438

taken on the 12C target to measure the charge normal-439

ized yield as a function of the beam current (also known440

as a luminosity scan). For a 12C target it is expected441

that the corrected charge normalized yield should be in-442

dependent of beam current. The uncertainties due to the443

live time correction, and the detector and trigger ineffi-444

ciencies were determined from a set of luminosity scans445

performed with each spectrometer at the beginning and446

at the end of the experiment. The charge normalized447

yield from these scans for each spectrometer was found448

to be independent of the beam current within statistical449

uncertainties, and the average variation in the normalized450

yield vs beam current was recorded as the systematic un-451

certainty, which we determined to be 0.5%.452

F. Target Boiling453

The density of the 10 cm liquid 1H target can vary with454

the incident electron beam current which is known as455

beam boiling effect (at a microscopic level as the e− beam456

interacts with the target, the number of target atoms on457

a local unit volume changes as the beam deposits power458

on it), and the experimental yield was corrected for this459

effect. A series of dedicated single arm runs at different460

beam currents were taken to study the boiling effect in461

the 1H target before and after collecting the production462

data. The charge normalized yield was determined as a463

function of the beam current. A linear fit of the reduction464

in yield as a function of the increasing beam currents was465

used to obtain a target boiling correction to the experi-466

mental yield. The correction was determined to be 2.6%467

at the highest beam current used, which was 65µA.468

G. Simulation of the Experiment469

1. Acceptance470

The acceptance of the spectrometers was studied us-471

ing the SIMC simulation tool [31]. SIMC includes mod-472

els generated by COSY for the spectrometer optics that473

transport the charged particles through the magnetic474

fields of all magnets in each spectrometer arm. The ef-475

fects of multiple scattering and ionization energy loss for476

particles passing through all materials and apertures is477

included in the forward transport simulation. A second478

set of maps generated by COSY are used to relate the479

particle tracks at the focal plane of the spectrometer480

to the angles, momentum, and position at the interac-481

tion vertex in the target. Simulated events are weighted482

by the calculated Plane Wave Impulse Approximation483

(PWIA) cross-section, radiative correction, and Coulomb484

correction. The PWIA cross-section was calculated us-485

ing the De Forest [32] σcc1 prescription for the off-shell486

electron-proton cross-section and an independent parti-487

cle shell model (IPSM) spectral function for the target488

nucleus [33].489

The reconstructed angles and momentum at the target490

from hydrogen elastic scattering are compared between491

data and simulation as shown in Fig. 3. The exclusive492

nature of elastic scattering was used to better validate493

the spectrometer optics and to ultimately quantify how494

well the true acceptance is modeled. As a typical ex-495

ample, the comparisons between data and SIMC for the496

Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2 kinematics are shown in Fig. 3.497

The yield from the SIMC simulation was obtained by498

accounting for the experimental luminosity, the phase499

space volume, and the number of events generated.500

2. Spectral functions501

The PWIA (e, e′p) cross-section can be written as the502

product of ep cross-section (σep) and a probability func-503

tion S(Es,pm), also known as the spectral function:504

d6σ

dEe′dΩe′dEp′dΩp′
= p′Ep′σepS(Es,pm). (1)
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FIG. 3. The reconstructed angles at the target and momentum compared between data (blue) and simulated spectra (red).
Panels (a) - (d) show the momentum resolution δ (a), vertical angle (x′tar) (b), horizontal angle (y′tar) (c) and reconstructed
horizontal position (ytar) for the electrons in the HMS. Panels (e) - (g) show the momentum resolution δ (e), vertical (f),
horizontal angle (g), and reconstructed horizontal position (h) for the proton in the SHMS.

The spectral function represents the probability of mea-505

suring a proton with missing (initial) momentum pm and506

separation energy Es (experimentally measured as miss-507

ing energy, Em). The two quantities ~pm and Em are508

defined as:509

~pm = ~p′ − ~q, and Em = ν − Tnuc − Tb, (2)

where ~p′ is the measured outgoing proton momentum, ~q510

and ν are the momentum and energy transferred between511

the incident and scattered electron respectively, Tnuc is512

the kinetic energy of the struck proton and Tb is the ki-513

netic energy of the (undetected) recoiling A− 1 system.514

In our experiment, we work in parallel kinematics such515

that ~p is parallel to ~q.516

In the IPSM, the nucleons are treated as free particles,517

and the spectral function has a different probability for518

each shell. However, it neglects that the nucleons are519

bound and hence off-shell. This means E2 6= ~p 2 +M2, in520

general. The electron scattering cross-section depends on521

the proton’s initial energy, which yields two alternatives,522

either E = M − Es or E2 = ~p 2 + M2. The choice523

of assumptions results in differing off-shell cross-section524

prescriptions.525

The two often used off-shell prescription models are De526

Forest σcc1 and σcc2 [34, 35]. The subscript cc refers to527

the current conservation, and obeys ~q ~J = νρ, with ~q the528

virtual photon three momentum, ~J the nuclear current529

density, ν is the virtual photon energy, defined before,530

and ρ the nuclear charge density. This experiment uses531

the De Forest σcc1 prescription for the off-shell cross-532

section. The full computed cross-section model for all533

kinematics was observed to be insensitive to the choice of534

off-shell prescription (between σcc1 and σcc2) at < 0.1%.535

The IPSM spectral functions used in previous experi-536

ments [19, 33, 36, 37] were employed in this experiment.537

3. Radiative corrections538

The radiative effect in the electron scattering reaction539

is a result of the deceleration of the charged particle in540

the presence of the Coulomb field of the nucleus. The541

resulting radiation from such deceleration of the electron542

is called Bremsstrahlung radiation. The radiative effect543

modifies the cross-section of the process and the kine-544

matics (such as energy, momentum, angle) of the elec-545

tron. The theoretical calculations do not take these ef-546

fects into account most of the time, even though this is547

a real physical effect. Thus, the theoretical models must548

be corrected prior to comparison with the experimental549

data. The radiative corrections in SIMC were based on550

the formalism developed by Mo and Tsai [38] and adapted551

for coincident (e, e′p) reactions [39].552

Figure 4 is the hydrogen missing energy distribution553

for Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2 comparing data (blue) and Monte554

Carlo showing the data cut off region at 65 MeV. Sim-555

ilarly, Figure 5 is the carbon missing energy plot for556

Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2 comparing data (blue) and Monte Carlo,557

showing the data cut off region at 80 MeV. In both Fig-558

ures, the black distributions show that the Monte Carlo559

without radiative corrections applied is more sharply560

peaked, in contrast to the red distributions showing561

that the Monte Carlo inclusive of radiative corrections562

is broadened as it loses its energy in the form of radi-563

ated photons, which is seen in the tails at high missing564

energy. In the high missing energy regime, the data are565

well-described by the simulation that includes the radia-566

tive effects.567
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FIG. 4. Hydrogen missing energy plot for Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2

comparing Data (blue dots) and Monte Carlo with (red
dashed line) and without (black line) radiative correction.
The vertical black line at 65 MeV indicates Emiss data cut
for hydrogen.
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FIG. 5. Carbon missing energy plot for Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2 com-
paring Data (blue dots) and Monte Carlo with (red dashed
line) and without (black line) radiative correction. The verti-
cal black line at 80 MeV indicates Emiss data cut for carbon
in the final charge normalized yield calculation in E1206107.

H. Proton Absorption568

Because protons are strongly interacting particles, they569

may undergo a nuclear reaction as they pass through the570

materials of the SHMS before forming a trigger. The571

proton absorption, A, is defined as the fraction of pro-572

tons that fail to form a trigger due to their interaction573

with the matter before reaching the detectors. An esti-574

mation of the absorption is obtained by considering the575

proton’s mean free path in the materials along its trajec-576

tory through the SHMS. The mean free path is estimated577

from:578

• the nuclear collision length: λT =579 ∑
iAi/(NAρiσtoti) where NA is Avogadro’s580

number, Ai the atomic weight, ρi the mass density581

and σtot,i the total nuclear cross-section of the582

icomponent of the material composition.583

• the nuclear interaction length: λI , which is sim-584

ilarly defined as the nuclear collision length but585

subtracts the elastic and quasi-elastic cross-sections586

from σtot,i.587

Because the elastic cross-section is peaked in the for-588

ward direction, thus removing only a few protons from589

the spectrometer’s acceptance, we use the average λ̄ of590

λT and λI as our estimate of the mean free path.591

The estimated absorption is A = 1−e−
∑

i li/λ̄i ∼ 8%592

where li is the thickness of each material in the proton’s593

path. The collision and interaction lengths were taken594

from the PDG [40].595

The proton absorption estimated using the mean-free-596

path was validated by comparing the charge-normalized597

coincident yield (Ycoin) and electron only yield (Ysing),598

recorded in the HMS for hydrogen elastic, H1(e, e′p)599

runs. The Ysing was obtained for a small central region of600

HMS acceptance along with tight limits on the invariant601

mass W ensuring a clean sample of electrons that par-602

ticipated in elastic scattering. While Ycoin also obtained603

with the same tight limits on the HMS acceptance pro-604

vides the “true” yield where the expected proton from605

the elastic scattering was also detected. The proton ab-606

sorption, given by A = 1 − Ycoin/Ysing, is the fraction607

of events where an elastic electron event in the HMS did608

not produce a corresponding proton in the SHMS. Using609

the Q2= 11.5 (GeV/c)2 data, we estimate a proton ab-610

sorption of A = 9.03 ± 0.71%. The uncertainty quoted611

here is the quadrature sum of the statistical uncertainty612

and a systematic uncertainty estimated by varying the613

cuts used to calculate yields. The two methods used to614

estimate the proton absorption are consistent with each615

other within uncertainties. The comparison of the two616

methods determined the overall systematic uncertainty617

due to the proton absorption quoted in Table III.618

I. Systematic Uncertainty619

The sources of the systematic uncertainties are cat-620

egorized into two sources: Q2-dependent uncertainty621

(which includes uncertainty due to spectrometer accep-622

tance, event selection, tracking efficiency, radiative cor-623

rections, live time and detector efficiency) and normal-624

ization uncertainty (which includes uncertainty due to625

the free cross-section, target thickness, beam charge, and626

proton absorption). Table III lists the major sources of627

systematic uncertainties, and the sum in quadrature of628

these two sets of uncertainties is 4.0%. Since pm relies629

on the momentum and the angle reconstruction for both630

of the spectrometers, this is the most sensitive variable631

to validate the quality of the spectrometer acceptance632

model. The acceptance uncertainty was determined by633

quantifying the differences in the shape of the pm dis-634

tribution between data and SIMC, and was found to be635

∼ 2.6%. The systematic uncertainty arising from the cut636

dependence of the experimental yield was determined by637

varying the cuts one at a time and recording the vari-638

ation in yields for the different kinematic settings and639
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the targets. The quadrature sum of the variation over640

all the different cuts was used as the event selection un-641

certainty, which we determined to be 1.4%. The track-642

ing efficiency was continuously monitored with an un-643

certainty of about 0.1% for the HMS and < 0.5% for the644

SHMS. The uncertainty in the tracking efficiency was ob-645

tained from the average variation of the SHMS tracking646

efficiency when using the three independent criteria for647

determining the efficiency. The uncertainty due to the648

radiative correction was estimated by comparing the tail649

of the missing energy spectra from the 1.5% radiation650

lengths 12C data, and varying the Em cut. The measured651

ep elastic cross-section with the hydrogen target, with the652

background from the aluminum foils subtracted, agrees653

with the world data, and a comparison to a Monte Carlo654

simulation yields an overall normalization uncertainty of655

1.8%.656

TABLE III. Systematic Uncertainties

Source Q2 dependent uncertainty (%)

Spectrometer acceptance 2.6
Event selection 1.4
Tracking efficiency 0.5
Radiative corrections 1.0
Live time & Detector efficiency 0.5

Source Normalization uncertainty (%)

Elastic ep cross-section 1.8
Target thickness 0.5
Beam charge 1.0
Proton absorption 1.2

Total 4.0

The thickness of the carbon foils was measured to be657

better than 0.5%, and it is taken as the systematic un-658

certainty due to target thickness. The variation in the659

charge-normalized experimental yield was <1% when us-660

ing all events with beam current above 5µA or a more661

restrictive cut of ± 3µA around the average current (for662

each interval with stable current). This validates the663

∼ 1% uncertainty assigned to the beam charge measure-664

ment. The 1.2% uncertainty due to proton absorption665

was estimated by comparing the two methods used to es-666

timate the proton absorption as described in Sec. III H.667

IV. RESULTS668

A. Hydrogen elastics669

The elastic scattering reaction from the hydrogen tar-670

get, H(e, e′p), was used to fully constrain the reconstruc-671

tion spectrometer optics models, to fully understand de-672

tector efficiencies, and to determine the overall normal-673

ized charge yield. This experiment was a commission-674

ing experiment for the SHMS spectrometer in addition675

to the HMS spectrometer being run at high central mo-676

menta where magnet saturation effects become apparent.677

In elastic ep scattering, the reconstructed W is most sen-678

sitive to the electron kinematics. The missing energy and679

missing momentum are strongly correlated to the proton680

kinematics. As the HMS was the most well-understood681

of the two spectrometers, the offset in the central mo-682

mentum and angle is primarily accounted for by the off-683

set in the reconstructed W . Accounting for these offsets684

aligns theW peak position for all kinematic settings. The685

HMS central momentum was determined to saturate by686

as much as 0.4% at the highest central momentum.687

Offsets in the central momentum and optics of the688

SHMS were improved by studying the focal plane de-689

pendencies of the residual difference of the reconstructed690

missing energy and the missing energy as calculated with-691

out the proton information. From simulations with dis-692

torted optics, it was observed that first order matrix el-693

ement corrections were sufficient to remove the depen-694

dency of such residuals and was consistent with the offset695

of the magnet tune mis-sets.696

The measured hydrogen data yields were used to de-697

termine how well the overall normalization of the data698

was understood. The cuts on the missing energy and699

missing momentum on the elastic hydrogen data were700

varied from 40 to 80 MeV/c. The average deviation in701

the correct charge yield ratio taken with respect to the702

simulation yield was determined to be no greater than703

1%.704

The reconstructed W and missing energy for hydro-705

gen scattering is shown in Fig. 6 for the Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2
706

kinematic setting. The reconstruction and resolution of707

the electron arm (HMS) most significantly contributes708

to the reconstructed W , while the proton arm (SHMS)709

dominates the reconstructed missing energy. Some addi-710

tional resolution effects can be observed in the widths of711

the distributions relative to the simulated spectra. The712
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FIG. 6. The comparison between simulation and data (for ar-
bitrary normalization) is shown for the Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2 set-
ting. The reconstructed W (a) is primarily driven by the
electron arm (HMS) reconstruction, while the missing energy
(b) is dominated by the proton arm (SHMS).

713

714

reconstructed W and missing energy peak locations show715

generally good agreement with simulation, and the high716

missing energy tail agrees well with simulation where con-717

tributions due to radiative effects are dominant.718

In the final analysis, the ratio between the measured719

hydrogen elastic yields was compared to the yields ex-720

pected from simulation for Em and pm < 65 MeV/c.721

When varying this cut in increments of 5 MeV/c from722
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40–80 MeV/c, the average deviation of the yields at each723

setting was found to be no greater than 1%. A compar-724

ison between the yields at the Q2= 9.5 (GeV/c)2 setting725

when the small and large collimators were used indicated726

a maximum deviation of 1.5% between the yields. These727

uncertainties, combined, account for a 1.8% uncertainty728

total on the measured hydrogen elastic cross-section. The729

hydrogen elastic yield was flat across the four kinematic730

settings, with a ratio of unity with respect to the simu-731

lation.732

B. Transparencies733

In constructing the transparency, the ratio of the car-734

bon yield is compared to the yield predicted from simu-735

lation. The carbon yield in data is first corrected for the736

detector related inefficiencies. The PWIA simulation is737

used to construct the denominator in the transparency738

calculation.739

The carbon yields in both data and simulation were740

cut at Em < 0.08 GeV and pm < 0.3 MeV/c. For these741

cuts in carbon, the effect of nucleon-nucleon (NN) short-742

range correlations was previously determined to shift the743

single particle strength to higher pm, requiring a correc-744

tion factor to be applied to the data (same factor for745

all kinematic settings) of 1.11 ± 0.03 [33]. This cut and746

the corresponding correction factor were used in the pre-747

vious experiments and are independent of Q2. The to-748

tal model-dependent uncertainty of 3.9% is inclusive of749

the uncertainty in the spectral function (2.8%) and the750

nucleon-nucleon correlation effects [33].751

The full simulated yield is calculated for the same752

phase-space volume as the experiment. The carbon753

transparency was observed to be independent of Q2 from754

8–14.2 (GeV/c)2.755

C. Nuclear shell dependent transparency756

In the 12C(e, e′p) reaction, the protons knocked out757

from different nuclear shells (for example the 1s1/2 and758

1p3/2 shells) are expected to have measurable differences759

in their propagation through the nuclear medium. These760

differences arise from the differences in the intrinsic mo-761

mentum distributions of protons occupying different nu-762

clear shells, the differences in quenching of the nuclear763

shell occupation probabilities, and the presence of a hole764

around the struck proton due to short-range NN repul-765

sion [42]. These effects should lead to differences in the766

measured nuclear transparency. In addition, Frankfurt767

et al. [42] suggests that the reduction of FSI (i.e. the CT768

effect) is more prominent for the 1s1/2 protons than in769

1p3/2 protons due to differences in the soft re-scattering770

contributions to the hole excitation. They conclude that771

it may be advantageous to measure the ratio of the nu-772

clear transparency of protons knocked out of the 1s1/2773

and 1p3/2 shells, as many experimental errors and theo-774
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FIG. 7. Carbon missing energy spectrum for the experiment
data (blue points) for each of the 4 kinematics, (a) 8, (b)
9.4, (c) 11.4, and (d) 14.4 (GeV/c)2 and simulated data for
the corresponding kinematics (red line). The 1s1/2 shell and
1p3/2 shell regions are not clearly separable in the CT data,
as compared to the distributions in Ref. [41] because of the
poor spectrometer resolution at the high particle momenta.

retical uncertainties are likely to cancel out, making the775

ratio a more sensitive probe of CT.776
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FIG. 8. The solid blue (dashed red) distribution is the simu-
lated 1s1/2 (1p3/2) shell contribution. The black points with
error bars (statistical only) are the data distribution from the
corresponding Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2 kinematics.

777

778779

In order to distinguish the 1s1/2 shell and 1p3/2 shell780

protons (higher and lower excitation energy respectively),781

the data (blue) are shown as a function of the miss-782

ing energy in Fig. 7 for each kinematic setting. Also783

shown are the simulated (red) missing energy distribu-784

tions. From Fig. 7, the reconstructed missing energy res-785

olution is insufficient at these high Q2 kinematics (due to786

the resolution of the high momentum protons) to cleanly787

separate the 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 shell contributions. There-788

fore, instead of using a single excitation energy to sep-789

arate the different shell contributions, we have adopted790

a simulation driven method. The simulated contribu-791

tions from the 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 shells are shown sepa-792
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FIG. 9. The dashed red distribution is the nominal sum of
1s1/2 shell and 1p3/2 contributions, the solid blue distribution
is the a (1s1/2) + b (1p3/2) distribution for best fit to the data
as described in the text. The black points with error bars
are the data (statistical errors only). All the distributions
correspond to Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2 kinematics.

rately in Figs. 8 along with the data. The nominal sum793

of the 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 contributions (red dashed distri-794

bution) compared to data (black distribution with error795

bars) is shown in Fig. 9. The simulation uses the con-796

straint that the carbon nucleus has 2 protons in the 1s1/2797

shell, and 4 protons in the 1p3/2 shell. The simulated798

1s1/2 and 1p3/2 shell spectra were then parameterized as799

a (1s1/2) + b (1p3/2), and the best values for the param-800

eters a and b were obtained from a fit to the measured801

yield. The combined distribution for the parameters ob-802

tained from the best fit to the data is shown as the blue803

solid distribution in Fig. 9.804
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transparency as a function of Q2. The combined transparency
is shown by black triangles. The straight lines are fit to a
constant value for the respective shells. The error bars on
each point show the statistical uncertainty while the bands
represent the total systematic uncertainty of the 1p3/2 shell
(red), 1s1/2 shell (blue), and the total (black) transparencies.
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the 1p3/2 shell protons as a function of Q2. The error bars
show the statistical uncertainty, while the band represents the
total systematic uncertainty. The solid line shows the fit of
the data to a polynomial of grade 0.

combined transparency with the two parameters a and812

b which give the best data-driven value of the relative813

proportion of 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 shell strength. The 1s1/2814

and 1p3/2 shell transparencies for each Q2 are listed in815

Table IV. The total systematic uncertainty for 1s1/2 and816

1p3/2 shell transparencies include the uncertainty of the817

fit parameters and are summarized in Table IV.818819

The shell-dependent transparency as a function of Q2
820

is shown in the Fig. 10. The blue and the red bands821

are the systematic uncertainties, which are the quadra-822

ture sum of the 4% systematic uncertainty and the un-823

certainty of determining the 1s1/2 shell and 1p3/2 shell824

transparencies separately (obtained from the fit to data).825

The black band in the combined transparency is the total826

systematic uncertainty of 4%. The shell-dependent and827

combined transparency were also fit to a constant value,828

with the fit parameters and the quality of the fits listed829

in Table V. The shell-dependent nuclear transparency830

does not show any variation with Q2.831

The ratio of the nuclear transparency from 1s1/2 to832

1p3/2 shell is shown in Fig. 11. The differences between833

the 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 shell transparencies arise from the834

differences in the momentum distributions, excitation835

energy and differences in the re-distribution of strength836

due to nucleons in short-range correlations, radiative837

effects and the presence of a hole around the struck838

proton due to short-range NN repulsion. According839

to Frankfurt et al. [42], the 1s1/2 shell is expected to840

show a larger change due to CT than 1p3/2 shell. The841

possible cancellation of experimental and theoretical842

uncertainties makes the ratio of the 1s1/2 to 1p3/2843

shell transparencies a more sensitive observable of CT844

compared to the transparency averaged over the two845

shells. The onset of CT would be observed as an increase846

in the ratio with increasing Q2. However, as can be seen847

in Fig. 11, the transparency ratio is independent of Q2
848

reinforcing the observed lack of CT-like effects at the849

kinematics probed in this experiment.850
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TABLE IV. The 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 shell transparencies for the 12C nucleus along with statistical, systematic and total uncertain-
ties.

1s1/2 1p3/2
Q2 Transparency Statistical Systematic Total Transparency Statistical Systematic Total

(GeV/c)2 (T ) error error % (T ) error error %
8.0 0.48 0.01 0.02 4.122 0.66 0.01 0.02 4.007
9.4 0.49 0.01 0.02 4.007 0.60 0.02 0.02 4.009
11.4 0.47 0.02 0.02 4.902 0.68 0.03 0.03 4.000
14.2 0.46 0.03 0.02 4.551 0.67 0.05 0.02 4.583

TABLE V. Results of the fit to a constant transparency as
a function of Q2 for the combined, 1p3/2 and 1s1/2 shells
transparencies.

Fit result combined 1p3/2 shell 1s1/2 shell
χ2/df 2.08 2.80 0.53
Tfit 0.56±0.01 0.65±0.01 0.48±0.01

851

D. Asymmetry of the missing momentum852

distribution853

In parallel kinematics under the PWIA, the distribu-854

tion of events with the missing momentum ~pm parallel855

(negative) and anti-parallel (positive) to the direction of856

momentum transfer ~q are symmetric. The differences857

in the experimental acceptance for negative and positive858

pm give rise to most of the asymmetry that is observed in859

the missing momentum spectrum as shown in Fig. 12. A860

small fraction of the asymmetry is due to the small but861

finite angular coverage of protons on the left and right862

side of ~q. This left-right asymmetry is modified by FSI863

mechanisms beyond the impulse approximation including864

Meson Exchange currents (MEC) and Isobar configura-865

tions (IC) [43, 44]. Further, it was suggested that the866

Fermi motion of bound nucleons may be a source of CT867

in quasielastic scattering, particularly when the initial868

momentum of the bound nucleon is in the direction op-869

posite to the ~q [45]. This implies that CT effects are870

highly dependent on the sign of pm [46]. This is because871

all the excited baryon states are produced preferentially872

at positive pm, and therefore, it is more probable to re-873

alize a point-like-state for positive pm. Therefore, it is874

interesting to measure the Q2 dependence of the missing875

momentum asymmetry. This asymmetry, Apm , can be876

quantified as877

Apm =
N+ −N−
N+ +N−

(3)

with N+ being the number of events integrated over a878

fixed range of positive pm and N− being the number of879

events integrated over the same range of negative pm.880

The range of |pm| is chosen appropriately to exclude the881

regions where the impulse approximation is invalid and882

could influence the asymmetry from sources other than883

quasi-elastic scattering.884
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FIG. 12. The missing momentum distribution is shown for
the kinematic setting at Q2 = 8 (GeV/c)2. The data (red) is
well reproduced by the PWIA simulated spectrum (blue).
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FIG. 13. Left-right asymmetry as a function of the missing
momentum (a) and missing energy (b) for Q2= 8.0 (GeV/c)2.
The red line indicates the simulation data for the correspond-
ing points.
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The PWIA simulation (blue) of the experiment can889

describe the ~pm asymmetry very well as seen in Fig. 12.890

This is further illustrated in Fig. 13 which shows the891
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FIG. 14. The ratio of the Apm asymmetry in data to sim-
ulation as a function of the kinematics settings used in the
experiment. The red line is the constant fit to the data.

892

893

calculated Apm as a function of the missing momentum894

(top) and the missing energy (bottom) for the Q2 =895

8.0 (GeV/c)2 kinematic setting. The increase of |Apm |896

with respect to Em and |pm| is as expected from the897

PWIA simulation (solid red lines). The small deviation898

at the highest missing momentum bin may be due to899

MEC that are not included in the simulation [43]. In900

the presence of additional FSI, such as when measur-901

ing in perpendicular kinematics, the |Apm | is known to902

decrease significantly relative to the PWIA expectation903

with increasing Em and |pm| [44]. Thus, measurements of904

Apm in perpendicular kinematics could prove to be better905

probes of CT effects in future experiments. The signa-906

ture of CT in such an experiment would be an increase907

in Apm as a function of Q2. Finally, Fig. 14 shows the908

ratio of the measured Apm asymmetry to the calculated909

asymmetry from the PWIA simulation as a function of910

Q2. A range of |pm| < 300 MeV/c was used to extract the911

Apm for all four Q2 settings. The Q2 independence of the912

ratio indicates good agreement between the data and the913

PWIA simulation. The agreement between the measured914

and PWIA values of Apm in parallel kinematics indicates915

the lack of CT-like effects or any additional FSI beyond916

the impulse approximation for the kinematics probed in917

this experiment.918

V. CONCLUSIONS919

Using the upgraded 12 GeV CEBAF beam at JLab,920

coincidence (e, e′p) data were collected with 1H and 12C921

targets for Q2 values between 8 and 14.2 (GeV/c)2. The922

Nuclear transparency was extracted at each of the four923

kinematic settings by integrating the charge-normalized924

yields and taking their ratio with the yields from a PWIA925

simulation of the experiment. The transparency mea-926

sured at the lowest kinematic point at Q2= 8 (GeV/c)2
927

agrees with prior measurements at JLab. The Q2 in-928

dependence of the measured transparencies is consis-929

tent with traditional Glauber multiple scattering the-930

ory and does not show an onset of color transparency in931

12C(e, e′p) below Q2= 14.2 (GeV/c)2. We have also ex-932

tracted the nuclear transparency of the 1s1/2 and 1p3/2933

shell protons in 12C and their ratio. All of these observ-934

ables show a Q2 independence that rules out observation935

of the onset of CT for protons up to Q2 of 14.2 (GeV/c)2
936

in 12C(e, e′p). We have also extracted the asymmetry937

of the 12C(e, e′p) events along and opposite to the mo-938

mentum transfer ~q in parallel kinematics. The measured939

asymmetry is consistent with the expectations from a940

PWIA simulation of the experiment. These results rule941

out any additional reaction mechanisms such as CT for942

12C(e, e′p) in parallel kinematics.943
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